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The Calculation of Fourier Coefficients by the Möbius
Inversion of the Poisson Summation Formula
Part II. Piecewise Continuous Functions and Functions
with Poles near the Interval [0,1]*
By J. N. Lyness

Abstract. In Part I, the MIPS method for calculating Fourier coefficients was introduced,
and applied to functions / £ C(p>[0,1]. In this part two extensions of the theory are

described.
One modification extends the theory to piecewise continuous functions, / £ PC(p'[0, 1].
Using these results the method may be used to calculate approximations to trigonometrical
integrals (in which the length of the interval need not coincide with a period of the trigonometrical weighting function).
The other modification treats functions which are analytic, but whose low-order
derivatives vary rapidly due to poles in the complex plane near the interval of integration.
Essentially these poles are 'subtracted out' but this is done implicitly by the inclusion of
additional terms in the standard series.
The practical application of these modified methods requires that the nature and
location of the discontinuities—or poles—be known at least approximately.

1. Introduction.
cients

(1.1)

In Part I (Lyness [2]) several representations for Fourier coeffi-

C'"0/ = f /(*) cos 2i:mx dx,

5°"'/ = f /(*) sin 2wmxdx

Jo

Jo

are derived. These express a Fourier coefficient as the sum of the first several terms
of its standard asymptotic expansion together with a remainder term which involves
trapezoidal rule sums such as

(1.2)

R1-11/= -J_
m E"
~

A"

One of these representations (Part I, Eq. (7.2)) is

(1.3)

2C,"0/= a-i¿-%+
m

Í>AVV,
s_,

where

(1.4)

E£;?t = a'-"/ - Jof fix)dx-t

«-i

^Pm

,
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K2<¡is arbitrary, and p, are Möbius numbers. This formula is valid for all functions
j(x) which are continuous in the closed interval [0,1], but is useful if j(x) E C<2"+2)[0,1].
In this case the ultimate convergence rate of the sum over index s is optimum if K2q
coincides with K2a given by
(1.5)

K2q = 2(-ir1(/(2a~1)(l)

-

/<25-u(0))/(27r)2«.

Two other representations for C(m)/ of a type similar to (1.3) are given in Part I
together with one for S{m)j. The practical use of (1.3) as a basis for computation
involves calculating members of the sequence

(1.6)

EZz^f,

s = 1,2, 3, ••• ,

for a fixed n, and terminating this calculation after some evaluation s = s. In practice
the choice of s should be made in such a way that the user is confident that
CO

(1.7)

E lA&ï/l < 26,
a-l + l

where e is the required tolerance. The approximations
setting

(1.8)

Ä&iV =0,

C<m)/ are then obtained by

s> s,

in (1.3) wherever such terms occur. If s satisfies (1.7) then the resulting approximation

C""'/ satisfies
(1.9)

|C(m)/ -

C(m)/| < e.

The theory of which all these equations form part is fully described in Part I.
Methods based on these formulas are termed MIPS methods since these formulas
may be derived by means of "Möbius Inversion of the Poisson Summation Formula."
These methods generally suffer from the drawback that approximations to the derivatives of j(x) at x = 0 and x = 1 are required, but they have the advantage of providing

naturally a set of results with uniform absolute accuracy.
In common with many other computational techniques, there exist classes of
problems for which the standard MIPS method does not work efficiently. In some
cases the method may be specially adapted to deal with such problems. In this paper
we derive two such modifications. These are designed for the following problems:
(i) f(x) is piecewise continuous, i.e., / E PC(p)[0, 1]. Thus, with 0 = x0 < x, <
x2 ■■■ < xn = 1,

f(x) = <pi(x) on

(1.10)

x,_! < x < xit

/(*,) = §<&_,(*«)+ 4>i(xt)),

i = 1, 2, • • ■ , n,

i = 1, 2, •■•,«-

1,

/(0) = /(l) = ¿(0„(*„) + Mxo)),
and each function <pi(x)is Cp[Xi^u jcj.
(ii) j(x) has high peaks due to nearby poles in the complex plane. An example of
such a function is
(1.11)

/(*) = 6(x)/(x2 -

2Xx + X2 + u2)

where 0 < X < 1 and |u| is smaller than both X and 1 — X.
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It turns out that in both cases there is a relatively straightforward way to adjust
the formulas involved to take direct account of discontinuities and poles. This may
be done within the framework of the existing method. Additional terms of a specified
nature have to be included in formulas (1.3) and (1.4) or existing terms have to be

modified.
This paper is organized in the following way. Piecewise continuous functions
((i) above) are treated in Sections 2 and 3 and, quite independently; functions with
nearby poles ((ii) above) are treated in Sections 4, 5, and 6. Sections 2 and 5 are
devoted to the mathematical derivation of the various formulas while Sections 3
and 6 discuss points that arise in their practical application.
2. Piecewise Continuous Functions: Theory. The formulas to be derived in this
paper are all linear in the integrand function f(x). Consequently in treating a function
like (1.10) which takes a different form on different subintervals, it is notationally
convenient to carry out a detailed calculation for a single typical subinterval. Subsequently (see Section 3(i)), formulas valid for the more general piecewise continuous
function (1.10) may be obtained by combining formulas for each subinterval.
In this section, then, we deal specifically with deriving formulas for the calculation
of a set of Fourier coefficients corresponding to a function j(x) which is nonzero
only in a subinterval [a, b] of the interval [0, 1]. In the open subinterval (a, b), f(x)
coincides with a given function <p(x)which satisfies

(2.1)

<p(x)E Cp[a, b}.

In addition we require j(x) to coincide with f(x), the sum of its Fourier series in
(0, 1). These restrictions lead to the following definitions:

Generally (unless both a — 0 and b = 1)
f(x) = <p(x)
(2.2a)

for a < x < b,

j(x) = ^<p(x) for x = a,
f(x) = 0

x = b,

for other values of x in interval

[0, 1].

In the special case that a = 0 and b = 1

(2 2b)

Kx) = <p(x) for 0 < x < 1,

/(0) = /(l) = !(<K0)+ <*>(!))•
The special case (2.2b) is, of course, the case considered in Part I, and the relevant
results are given there. It is mentioned here only to draw attention to the slightly
different structure which has to be taken into account if results given here are used

with a = 0 and 6=1.
We derive a formula which is analogous to (1.3) above and which reduces to
(1.3) in the case a = 0, b = 1. In order to do this we require a special form of the
Euler-Maclaurin formula. This is obtained following the general method given in
Sections 2 and 3 of Part I. The results of Part I, Section 2 are equally valid here
since f(x) as defined above is a function which coincides with its Fourier series, i.e.,
f(x) = j(x). As in Section 2 we define the off-set trapezoidal rule by

(2.3)

Ä1—'/ -If)"I

j« 1

f(J
- lIII + *')/ ,
\

ttt = (1 + «)/2>

\a\< 1.
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The corresponding definition with a = 1 is (1.2) above. We also employ the notation

(2.4)

If=[

Jo

f(x) dx.

The Poisson summation formula (derived in Part I, Section 2) states that
00

(2.5)

fli".»i j1 -

// = 2 E

CO

c°s 2irrtaCirm)f + 2 E sin 2wrtaSirm)f.

r-l

r-1

However the Fourier coefficient asymptotic expansions for Clm>/and S'"0/ given
in Part I, Section 3, Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) are no longer valid except in the trivial cases
p = 0 and p ■» —1 respectively, since j(x) is not continuous. Instead of these forms,
we derive corresponding forms for the interval [a, b]. The derivation is iterative, using
integration by parts at each stage. Thus
b

[ f(x)eikx dx = f <p(x)eik*dx
Jo

(2.6)

Ja

i(—e'*W¿>) + e,ka<p(à))
--+

i fb ,
-k]a*We

j». .
dx-

Iterating p — 1 times, setting k = 27rm and retaining only the real part leads to the

formula

,-. _j
c(m>/= E

(2 7)

i-i (2irm)

■{<p{a-l\b) cos (Zbrmb + qw/2) - 0<<!"1>(ö)cos (2wma + q*/2)) + C¿"'/.

Retaining the imaginary part instead gives a precisely analogous formula for S<m)/
with sin replacing cos. The remainder terms are the real and imaginary parts of

(2.8)

Clm)f+ iSlm)j = (~j

' f <t>(p-u(x)e2'im*
dx.

Since <¡}(p\x)is bounded, a single application of the second equality in (2.6) shows
that these terms satisfy:
(2.9)

&vm)j ~ Oirn'"),

S^j

~ 0(ffT*)

as »i -^ «

and are zero if <f>(x)is a polynomial of degree p — 2 or less. We now replace Clrm)/
and Slrm)f in the Poisson summation formula (2.5) by the expression (2.7). The summation over index r may be carried out in terms of Bernoulli functions, defined by
M,m

(2.10)

5 , ,

, . v

cos (2irrx - irq/2)

Ba(x) = —2q\ ¿_,-tt-t;r_i

(-¿Trr)

,

q = 0, 1, 2, • • ■ .

In this way we find
Euler-Maclaurin

expansion for function (2.2).

Rlm-~}f-If = EA

(2.11)

'-;m

B,(ta -

?!

"fc)^.-D(fc)

_ fia(f» -

9!

wa>0<«-»(fl)\

+ 4—1.

J
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where the remainder term is
oo

(2.12)

Elpm-a]f = 2 E

oo

cos 2irrtaCprm)f + 2 E sin 2irrt„Slprm)f.

r-l

r-1

In view of the properties

of the remainder

(2.13)

Epm-aii ~ 0{m-")

terms CPm)f and SPm)f, it follows that
asm-»«

and that Epm-aXj= 0 when <j>(x)is a polynomial of degree p — 2 or less. Expansion
(2.11) appears in Lyness and Ninham [4] as a special case of formula (8.1) of that
paper.
In the case that a = 0 and b = 1, the expansion (2.11) reduces to the conventional
Euler-Maclaurin summation formula. In this case definition (2.2b) rather than (2.2a)

is valid.
The Möbius inversion of the Poisson summation formula now proceeds rather
as in Section 6 of Part I. We may take various special cases of (2.12) and obtain different results. To obtain the result corresponding to (1.3) we set a = 1 in (2.12),

which leaves
oo

(2.14)

£Í"'"/=2EC/,
r-l

m = 1,2, 3, ■•• , p è 2.

This may be inverted, as in Part I, Section 6 to give
CO

(2.15)

2Cvm)j= E ß,El""'U1,
«-i

P<¿2.

Expressed in full by means of (2.11) and (2.7) this Eq. (2.15) becomes

2C<»»/
= _2 ÍTÍ
2_J—
(2ir/n)
• {^"""(ô)

(2.16)

cos (2irm6 + Trq/2) - 0(<,_n(a) cos (2wma + wq/2)}

+ Em.K""'11/s-l
L

1

*f - E
ri (ws)
a-l
BQ(—msb)

j(,-d,l^
*<0~l,(6)

Ba(—msa)

,

P^

2.

This formula expresses the Fourier cosine coefficient of /(x) as the sum of the
first /? — 1 terms of its asymptotic expansion, together with an infinite sum (over
index s). The elements of this sum are p,Ep"",uf. In view of the order relation (2.13)
the ultimate convergence rate is as s~p. In practice then for moderate values of p the
terms in this series decrease and the series may be truncated at a point where the
error incurred by omitting the rest of the series is considered to be less than the required tolerance in the approximation to the Fourier cosine coefficient.
It is convenient to generalize slightly formula (2.16). We note that in order to
take advantage of a rapid convergence rate it is necessary to use some moderate
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value of p. Thus in practice one has to evaluate—analytically or otherwise—the first
p — 1 derivatives of <p(x)at x = a and at x = b. If these derivatives are evaluated
numerically they are unlikely to be exact; in fact they may have large errors due to
amplification of round-off error in function values. Consequently the formula actually
used for the computation of Clm)/ differs from (2.16) in two major respects. The sum
over index 5 will be truncated to include only terms for which ms 5¡ S. The quantities
¿"-"(b) and <t>(Q~v(a)
will be replaced by approximations <£<<,_1'(6)
and ¿'"""(a).
It turns out that Eq. (2.16) is an identity in the 2p — 4 parameters 0<<I-U(è),
^"-^(a), q = 2, 3, • • ■ , p — 1, and so remains valid whatever numbers may be used
in their stead. To show this we proceed as follows. We consider the Möbius inversion
of series (2.10). This may be rewritten as a set of equivalent equations as follows.
it i-n

(2.17)-—

#,(— mx)

A

cos (2irmrx + vq/2)

r_i

(lirmr)

= —2q\ 2^-7Z-r,-,

m

m = 1, 2, 3, • • • .

These equations are in the form

(2.18)

G(m) = E F(ms),
«-i

m = 1, 2, 3, • • • ,

with the identification
,„ ,o\

(2.19)

n

\

ga(— mx)

G(m) = --Q—
m

;

F(m) =-„-

2q\ cos {2-Kmx + 7r<?/2)

(2irm)

When q H\ 2, (2.18) may be inverted to give

(2.20)

F(m) = E ß.G(ms),

m = 1, 2, 3, • • • ,

s-l

which is the same as
2 cos (2irmx + irq/2)

(,2wm)

_

y^ p,BQ{— msx)

TTl

>

(ms) q\

We may now construct a formula analogous to (2.16). We write (2.16) for the case

p = 2. This is
^ ^^

(2.22)

2C""'/ = Tp=- U(b) cos (2-Kmb + tt/2) - 0(a) cos (2irma + tt/2)}
2irm

+ E /*.[«""'•"/ - // - ~

{Bd-msbMb) - E¿-msaïKa)}

We take 2p - 4 arbitrary numbers ft'^Xb), <£<a~u(c0,
g = 2, 3, •••,/?directly from (2.21) that
2 g ¿<-»p)
fri

cos (27r;& + W2)
(21»!)'

¿
frl

g ^'-»(W-m.6)
ir2
(ms) «!

1. It follows
= 0

and a similar identity with a replacing b holds also. Adding these two identities into
(2.22) and rearranging slightly the order of the terms gives the following equation
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,(„), =- -2
2C(m7

zirm

{0(e) cos (2wmb + tt/2) - 0(a) cos (2irma + tt/2)}

+ E 7T-^

(2.24)
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W~"W

„_2 (27rm)

cos (27T/«6+ irq/2) - 0<o~"(a) cos (2irma + irq/2)\

+ E Ms Ä1--11/ -If-—

„_i L

»ii

{Bti-msbMb)

- B,(-msaMa)}

- £rM&tT20*<,~1,<»
- &£::rä*,-u(-)}l.
írí (ws) I
a!
a!
JJ
p > 2.
This formula closely resembles Eq. (2.16). The difference is that the quantities 0<a""(a)
and 0(o-1)(è), q ^ 2, have been replaced by a set of arbitrary numbers denoted, for
convenience, by 0<a~"(a) and 0<a_1>(¿>).
In applications then, approximate values of derivatives may be used in (2.16)
and the formula is still valid. The effect of using approximations is described in Part
I. Briefly the approximation Epm',ixj to the term Evm,'uf which occurs in the square
bracket in (2.16) is no longer 0(5"") but contains elements of order 0(s"a),fl = 1,2 •• •
p — 1. The size of such low-order elements depends on the accuracy of the approximations. These elements cause the sequence Ëp',uj to converge more slowly than the
sequence Ep',xxj and consequently a higher value of s is required to attain the same
accuracy. Thus the penalty for using poor approximations for the derivatives is a
longer calculation. The accuracy of the final result is not in general affected.**
Other formulas for Cim)f and for Sim)j may be obtained by inverting other forms
of the Poisson summation formula (2.12). While the results can be expressed in terms
of Bernoulli functions (2.10), it is less cumbersome to use Euler functions, defined by
/o io

(2.25)

e i ^
a ,
Eq(x)
= Aql

V1
¿_,
*-l;(4odd)

sin (kirx — ■vq/2)

-TTTÎïï-

>

ö = 0, 1, 2, • • • .

(TTKj

These functions have period 2 and coincide with the Euler polynomials E„(x) in the
interval 0 < x < 1 and with (— l)"-lEQ(x) in the interval —1 < x < 0. Various properties of the Bernoulli and Euler polynomials are listed in Abramowitz and Stegun
[1, pages 803 et seq.]. A convenient relation which is employed subsequently is
(2.26)

£n(2x + i) =-~-

n + 1

(Bn+1(x + ¿) -

Bn+1(x + f)).

We return now to (2.12) but instead of specifying a — 1 to obtain (2.14) we choose
a linear combination as follows
CO

(2.27)

Epm-Uf- Elp2m'1]j=2

E
r-l

Cpmr)f.

;(r odd)

** It is only the error (whether due to round-off or other causes) in the derivatives which is
eliminated. Other round-off errors such as accumulation error naturally affect the result and would
have a more pronounced effect in the longer calculation.
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Then, proceeding in the same way we find a variant of (2.24) in which the final sum
over index s in (2.24) is replaced by the expression

2cpm)f=

E
• -l;(«odd)

T12(*"""n/ - «"-"/)
¿

« ,ox

+ ^~ ^b> - *<«»

L

¿Wii

i V —-_Í^-Á~2msb)

(2l28)

+h(2msy\

(a-1)!

rc«-i>,M

*

(6)

This formula stands in the same relation to (2.24) as does formula (6.14) of Part I
to (6.11) of Part I. The similarities and differences are discussed in Part I.
A formula for S(m)/ may be obtained from (2.12) by inverting the special case

(2.29)

h(Epm--1/2]f- Epa'1/nf) = 2 E (-irX2r-1>m)/.
r-1

This leads to
2S<m)f - ^-

(0(6) sin (2irmb + vq/2) - 0(a) sin (27r/«a + xa/2)}

+ E T^i

{^'^(b)

í=í (2irm)

sin (2wmb + xa/2)
- 0<o_1)(a) sin (2irma + irq/2)]

+

E

(-n(-l)/

« -1 ; ( » odd)

(2.30)

""/ - RXm-im) + -*- (0(6) - 0(a))

•f [(A1""'

Zms

í=í (2 ms)" (

q -

1!

£,-1(-2msa
-9-11

+ 1/2) ,<«_„

*

(a)j.\
P ^ 2.

We close this section with a point of theoretical interest only. The reader will
have noticed, on comparing (2.16) with (2.24), that while quantities such as 0<a_u(£>),
qW\2, may be replaced by approximations 0<a_1>(6),the possibility of a corresponding
replacement of 0(e) has not been established. While not of practical significance, it
would be aesthetically satisfying if such a replacement could be made. The statement

of (2.24) would then be shorter.
If this were possible, Eq. (2.22) would take the form

(2.31)

2C(m7= E p.lRl"Mf - If]¡-i

Eq. (2.31) has been established (in Part I) for the case a = 0, b = 1, that is if /(*)
is continuous throughout the interval [0, 1]. However the author is unable to either
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prove or disprove this result when j(x) has discontinuities. The point in the above
derivation at which the specialization is made is where (2.15) is derived from (2.14).
Using a standard sufficient condition for Möbius inversion, the restriction p ^ 2
occurs. However a set of necessary and sufficient conditions for Möbius inversion
do not seem to be known.
3. Comments on Applications.
3(i). Piecewise Continuous Function. The extension to the case where j(x) is piecewise continuous is straightforward. One need simply apply the formula (2.24) to
each section in turn. A general formula is obtained by adding these separate contributions. Consider, for example, a discontinuity at x = c, a < c < b with j(x)
coinciding with 0+(x) and with 0_(x) according as x > c and je < c in the immediate
vicinity of x = c. Under these circumstances, the terms

- E (0^(0-0r

"(c))

(3.1)

•{2 cos (2-xmc+ irq/2)/(2TmY + ¿ M.^(~f4
v

«-1

(ms) qi )

= 0

should be included in the right-hand side of (2.16). The additional term in the sum
over index s ensures that the rate of convergence of the series is 0(s'T). We note that
if in reality there were no discontinuity at x — c and 0+(x) = 0_(x), then the additional
terms simply disappear. Eq. (3.1) is an identity in (0iä_1>(c)— 0li_1)(c)), q 2; 2, and so
these terms may be replaced by 0la_1)(c) — 0+o_1)(c)in forming the corresponding

adjustment to (2.24).
In practice, if the cost of the calculation depends on the number of function
evaluations and derivative evaluations, it is nearly always more economical to treat
each subinterval separately. This takes advantage of different values of s in different
subintervals. But on the other hand a simpler code results if the problem is treated
as a whole.
3(ii). Trigonometrical Integrals. The formulas of Section 2 are presented in a
manner which stresses the calculation of a set of Fourier coefficients. However, since
/(*) may be discontinuous they may clearly be applied to calculate an individual
trigonometric integral, of the form

(3.2)

I
/:

6(x) cos Kx dx

where 0(jc) £ C(P)[A, B] and K is not restricted to be a multiple of 2tt(B - A). This
may be expressed as a Fourier coefficient in many ways, one of which is to make the
analytic substitution
(3.3)

x' = (Kx - 2irl)/2irm

where m is a positive integer and / is an integer.
The integral (3.2) may then be expressed in the form
., .v
(3.4)

2icm fb Í2irmx + 2irA
—— / öl--Z-I
cos 2irmx dx,

where

(3.5)

b = (KB - 2W)/2irm,

a = (KA - 2vl)/2vm.
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If m and / are chosen so that

(3.6)

0 g a < b á 1,

the integral (3.4) may be calculated using formula (2.24).
The substitution (3.3) corresponds to scaling and it is of some interest to inquire
as to the most suitable choice from the infinite range of possible values of m and of /.
A short calculation reveals that the particular choice is immaterial so far as the calculation of (3.2) is concerned. Application of (2.16) to the integral in (3.4) yields
2 /

Ja

(3.7)

0(x) cos Kx dx

= E ~i {eiq-l)(B) cos (KB + Tra/2) K"

du~u(A) cos (KA+irq/2)\

«

+ Em

E* {- afir')- Jaf m dx

fctj&KB.Ks \Ksl

L-KAs£>nisKBi

_ g

/2tY)B.(-KsB/2t)

f^XKs/ \

fl(.-i,(B) _ B,(-KsA/2t)

q\

e«,-»(A)

q\

The sum over index j is a scaled version of the trapezoidal rule. It includes the sum
of the function evaluations at all the net points 2-kj/Ks which lie in the interval
(A, B). The asterisk indicates that if a net point coincides with either A or B, a weighting coefficient § has to be assigned to the function value 6(A) or 6(B).
Formula (3.7) is independent of the choice of m or of / made in its derivation. It
is an identity in the 2/? - 4 quantities 0(a_1)(S), e(a_1)(^), q ^ 2.
A formula analogous to (3.7) may be derived from (2.28) and a corresponding
formula for ff 6(x) sin Kx dx may be derived from (2.30) using the same substitution
(3.3). These formulas do not involve the term ff 6(x) dx, but require about twice
the number of function values needed by (3.7) to attain comparable numerical accuracy.
3(iii). Point of Discontinuity. Formula (2.16) is interesting as an example of a
calculation in which it is important to treat a discontinuity carefully. In definition

(2.2a) we note that

(3.8)

f(x) = 0(*),

a < x < b,

but

(3.9)

fia) = (l/2)0(a);

fib) = (1/2)0(6).

There is a tendency to regard (3.9) of significance perhaps in presenting a wellrounded theory but of no practical significance. When a is rational, the quantities
f(a) and 0(a) occur and are different. As an example, suppose a = 1/3 and b = 3/4.

Then
A11'"/-

(3.10)

0,

Rla,11/ = C»/2)*(l/2),

R[3A]f = (l/3)((l/2)0(l/3)
Rli-Uf = (l/4)(0(l/2)

+ 0(2/3)),

+ (1/2)0(3/4)).

The factor of 1/2 attached to 0(1/3) is as important as, for example, the factor 1/2
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attached to the end values /(0) and /(l) in the trapezoidal rule sum. Careless coding of
this calculation could lead to /(1/3) being replaced either by /(1/3 — e) = 0 or by

/(1/3 + «) = 0(1/3 + e), neither of which approximates /(1/3) = (1/2)0(1/3) at all
accurately. The effect of this error would be analogous to the effect of using one
grossly incorrect function value in a sequence of applications of a numerical quadrature rule. While in many cases the sequence would converge, the rate of convergence

might be unduly slow.
3(iv). Numerical Example. As an example we have treated the function

(3.11)

f(x) = 000 = ex,

a < x < b,

/(*) - (1/2)000,

x = a, x = b,

fix) = 0,

0 < x < a,

b < x g 1,

with
(3.12)

a = y/2 - 1.2 ~ 0.214,

b = y/3 - 1.0 sa 0.732.

Analytic formulas for the derivatives 0Ca)(6), <t>(a)(a)and for If were employed to
calculate an array of values of Epm,uf (from (2.11)) using a computer whose machine
accuracy parameter is eM = 3 X 10"u. Part of this array is shown in Table 1.
Table 1

S

E,[s'1]f

1

-8.4045336-001

-3.8835404-003

2.5743991-002

3.6809058-005

-6.6681135-004

2

-1.6092724-002

-9.0798479-003

1.3322262-004

6.7630929-005

-9.0437799-007

3

2.7399546-001

4.4893578-003

-8.8436749-004

-1.8911164-005

2.5181539-006

4

-1.0726669-001

4.8028584-003

7.2357935-006

-6.0732187-006

1.7044763-008

5

-1.7766466-001

-4.7403951-003

1.5103405-004

4.5947104-006

-1.5299088-007

6

-8.4420696-003

-1.4291938-003

1.9012072-006

1.2435545-006

6.2426173-010

1.9428060-008

1/345

EJS^f

E^f

E^f

E<8'1]f

7

1.1373196-001

2.2367005-003

-4.2635153-005

-1.3825919-006

8

-5.8455352-002

1.0858591-003

1.1562099-005

-4.9420469-007

-2.9363430-009

9

3.6738622-002

-1.7296424-003

2.6369996-006

5.5965599-007

-1.7039205-009

10

-7.8257307-003

-8.1285490-004

-4.3179324-006

2.1913779-007

1.6913672-009

20

-2.8129595-002

-1.0538522-004

2.5465063-006

7.9220986-009

-1.0029742-010

40

1.3460510-002

6.8725215-006

-2.9345814-007

-2.1711545-010

6.4543201-011

80

-7.3028107-003

-1.7524551-005

1.3616524-010

5.4402890-011

Values

is 11
of EL » Jf calculated

2.8112065-008
using

(2.11)

with

f(x)

defined

by (3.11)

and (3.12).
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Attention is drawn to the erratic nature of the sequence for fixed p. While conforming to the order relation Epm,uf ~ 0(m~p), for fixed p this function is by no
stretch of the imagination a smooth function of m even in this very amenable example. In practice this means that a very cautious practical convergence criterion

should be applied. One might demand that
(3.13)

\El'+r]f\is + r)v <esp,

r=

0,1,2,3,4,

before accepting s + 4 = s as a reasonable termination value.

4. Functions with Complex Poles near the Interval (0, 1). The technique of
'subtracting out the singularity' is well known in the practice of numerical quadrature.
In cases in which the integrand f(x) or its derivatives have singularities of a specified
nature either on the interval of integration, or in the complex plane near this interval,
the skillful application of this technique can lead to a significantly shorter numerical
calculation at the expense of a relatively insignificant amount of analytical work.
Essentially one sets

(4.1)

fix) = 000 + rOO

and approximates // by I<j>+ Rr instead of by Rf. One has to choose <p(x)and r(x)
in such a way that I<t>is known in analytic form and r(x) is more amenable to the
numerical quadrature technique than is/(x).
In the analogous problem of calculating Fourier coefficients one may in principle
apply the same technique. In practice it is more difficult. In the quadrature problem
one has to choose a function <¡>(x)
having a specified singularity for which the value of

(4.2)

70 = / 000 dx
Jo

is known. In the Fourier coefficient problem one has to choose 0(x) so that, in addition
an analytic expression for
(4.3)

C(m)0 = / 000 cos 2rmx dx,

m = 1, 2, 3, • • • ,

is known. It seems that there are relatively few such functions and those that do exist
are not well known.
In this section and the next we treat one rather special class of problems in which
we are able to subtract out a singularity, though the subtraction process is carried out
implicitly. This class is rather small, consisting of analytic functions having complex
poles near the interval of integration. Specifically, f(x) is of the form
(4.4)

fix) = 6ix)/ix2 - 2Xx + X2 + m2)",

where w is a small positive integer and 6(x) is analytic in a convex region which contains the interval [0, 1] and the poles. These are of order w and are located at z = c
and z = c, where

(4.5)

c = X + ip,

p > 0.

An additional restriction of the technique to be described is that it is more efficient
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than the standard technique only if the poles lie nearer to the interval of integration
than to either of the lines Re (z) = 0 and Re (z) = 1. Specifically

(4.6)

0 < X < 1;

p/\ < 1;

p/il - X) < 1.

However, it may be applied in cases in which f(x) has several poles satisfying this
condition. These poles may be of different orders, but, corresponding to each pole,
the coefficients a_„ o_2, • • • , a_„ which occur in the infinite part of the Laurent expansion
CO

(4.7)

fiz) = E

«r(* - c)r

have to be known.
Before describing a specific technique for evaluating these Fourier coefficients, it
is instructive to consider for a moment what other methods are presently available.
We discuss first the simplest case, namely
(4.8)

fix) « l/(*2 - 2\x + X2 + p.2).

Reference to Abramowitz and Stegun [1, p. 230, Formula 5.1.41] leads to the analytic
result
(4.9)

C(m)/ + iS{m)f = 4- [e2"°":(/i1(27rm(ic 2fi

i)) -

Etfxmic))

— e"'""c(/í1(2'7r»¡(/c

— (')) — Eii2irmic))]

where E^z) is the exponential integral function. Standard routines for this function
with complex argument are not readily available. Indeed a brief investigation into
the problem of writing such a routine leads directly back to a problem very close to
the one we started with.
Perhaps the easiest method known to the author for this particular example is
that described in Smith and Lyness [5, pp. 246 et seq.]. Essentially, the integral is
replaced by two contour integrals, which are evaluated numerically using the GaussLaguerre formula. In this case that method and the one to be described are of comparable efficiency.
When one generalizes the problem a little, it is found that the contour integration
method becomes successively more difficult to apply as dix) becomes more sophisticated. This is because the choice of contour depends on the behavior of /(z) for large
|z|.
While the class of problems for which the following method is suitable is relatively
small, at least in dealing with these problems the method is efficient.

5. Functions with Complex Poles Near the Interval (0, 1): Theory. The derivation of the formulas given in Part I and in Section 2 of this paper follow a standard
pattern. This involves establishing a Fourier Coefficient Asymptotic Expansion
(FCAE), and using the Poisson summation formula to derive a corresponding EulerMaclaurin asymptotic expansion. The relation between the remainder terms of
these respective expansions is then inverted.
In reference [3] a pair of expansions of this type was derived. These were convenient when f(z) is analytic, except for some specified poles within the rectangle
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having the interval [0, 1] as base and height L'. For convenience we suppose that
there is one such pole, situated at c = X + ip. A quantity which occurs in the FCAE
is the residue of the function f(z)e'k' at z = c. In terms of the coefficients of the
Laurent expansion (4.7) above, this is given by
w

(5.1)

Res (*) = eikc E fl-,(/*)r~Vfr ~ 1)!,
r-l

and an alternate form of the FCAE (see [3, Eq. (4.19)]) is

(5.2)

2C<m)/= Ê -% + Re (4a-/Res (2™)) + 2Cpm)(L')f,
«-i rn

where n is the integer part of (p — l)/2. This differs from the standard form in that
the standard remainder term, denoted by 2Cpm)f,has been split into two parts, i.e.,

(5.3)

2Cpm)f= Re (4ttí Res (2irm)) + 2Cpm)(L')f.

Both Cpm)f and Cpm)(L')f are of the same order 0(m"). But for moderate values
of m the numerically dominant term in Cpm)f is of order Oirn^e'2*™*), while in
Cpm)(L')f the numerically dominant term is of order 0(m~1e~2TmL'),where L' > p.
Thus, while CPm)f and Cpm\L')f are of the same order, for moderate values of m
the remainder term Cpm)(L')f may be much smaller in magnitude than Cpm)f.
The derivation of the Euler-Maclaurin expansion which corresponds to (5.2)
is carried out in detail in reference [3]. The result is

(5.4)

Rlm'a]f- If = E Mí)
»»i

/" "(*) - /" "(°) + Ai—i + Epm-a\L')f.

a!

m

Here the term arising from the residue term in (5.2) is
CO

(5.5)

A1*"'"1 = Re Ee"2T,r'°47ri

Res i2xmr)

r-l

and the remainder
(5.6)

Elm-a\V)f

term in (5.4) is related to that in (5.2) by
= 2 E

cos 2wrtaCZm\L')f

+ 2 ¿

r-l

sin 2irrtaSprm)(L')f.

r-l

We now proceed to invert a special case of this formula. If we set a = 1 we have
oo

(5.7)

Epm-u(L')f = 2 E CpmT)(L')f,

m = 1, 2, 3, ■■• .

r-l

This may be inverted to give

(5.8)

2Cpm\L')f = ¿t nX"'M(.L')f.

P>i-

s-l

Expressed in full by means of (5.2) and (5.4), this is
2C<m)/= E -TÎ + Re (4ri Res (2xm))
(5.9)
_L V

D[m»,ll,

r,

Y^ K2qÇ(2q)

.[m»,11
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In numerical applications, the residue term occurs in the form
(5.10)

Re (4xi Res (2x/m)) = Re Uxie2'r"na+"l) E

«—i(2xrm)7i!

s-0

The term A1"1'a]given by (5.5) may be expressed in terms of these parameters by
carrying out the sum over index r analytically. Simple expressions for these sums
are available. Further details are given in reference [3]. The result is
(5.11)

A[m'a| = ReUiri

E «-.-x»»V.('«.

I

rnc)/s\

8=0

Here the functions \j/,(ta, mc) are defined in reference [3]. Examples are given in

(6.8) and (6.13) below.
We emphasize here that the calculation which leads from (5.10) to (5.11) by
means of (5.5) is algebraic in nature. So far as that calculation is concerned, the
parameters c = X + ip. as long as p > 0, and a_r, r = I, 2, ■■■ , w, need not correspond to any actual function. These parameters are incidental. In fact they appear
in formula (5.9) on much the same footing as do the parameters K2q.
We now show that formula (5.9) is actually an identity in these parameters.
If these parameters are inaccurately or incorrectly calculated (with the single restriction
that p > 0) formula (5.9) still holds. We have to prove Theorem 5.17 below, which
is an example of Möbius inversion. Before doing this we prove two lemmas
Lemma 1. Given any positive a, there exists a number A such that
(5.12)

|Res (it)| < Ae~ak/2T,

k > 0.

Proof. A polynomial P„(z) of degree w is an entire function of any positive order.
Thus, given any positive B there exists a number A such that \Pw(z)\ < AeBXAfor all z.
Applying this inequality with B < u in (5.1) and setting a = 2w(p — B) leads directly

to (5.12).
Lemma 2. Given any positive a, there exists a number A such that
co

(5.13)

oo

.

L= E
E lRe (4tti Res (2xklm))\ <
¡-i i-i

(1

.

— am

*— e*_,
am)

m = 1, 2, ••• .

Proof. This follows using standard inequalities, the result of Lemma 1, and
the formula for the sum of a geometric progression twice. Thus,

L < Ë E AirAe-""""= At A ¿C"*"/(l

- e'"1"1)

(5.14)
At A
<^^-E
—e
I
Is*

v^

— am

'

i-i

'

e

aim
-aim

tl/ie Ae
At

(1 — e

— am

—am\2

)

We are now in a position to carry out the Möbius inversion. We have by definition
co

(5.15)

Alm11 = Re E 4iri Res (2xww),
m = 1, 2, 3, • • • .
«-i
This is of the form G(m) = Er.i F(ms) and may be formally inverted to give F(m) =
Er.i p,G(ms) so long as
CO

(5.16)

CO

EEkWm)|<»,

m -1.2,
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Since \pt\ ^ 1, this condition is established by Lemma 2. Consequently, we have
Theorem 5.17. If Res (/c) is the function of c = X + ip and of a_,, a_2, • • • , a_„
given by (5.1) and A1"1'11
is the function of the same variables defined by (5.11) or by

(5.5). and p > 0, then
(5.17)

Re (4xi Res (2xm)) = ¿ /u. Alms,1\
«-i

m = 1,2,

••• .

Consequently Eq. (5.9), besides being an identity in the quantities K2Q,is also an identity
in the parameters which occur in Res (k) and also in a'™'11.
The formulas which correspond to the other representations of Part I are derived
in much the same way. These have very much the same properties. Thus,

2C(""/ = E ^

+ Re (4xi Res (2xm))

(5.18)

+

E

JRim"uf

,-l;(«odd)

- Ri2m'-Uf- Ê

L

,*Xi?.9) - A"""11+ A12""'11]

a-1

(mS)

J

and
2S<""/ = ¿

-^J5i + Im (4xi Res (2xm))

frí m

(5.19) +

E
»-1 ;(» odd)

(-D<-1,/V. i/Di««,-i/2i,
2(«

„i»i,ti/2]j,

/ —k

V"1 K2q-¡p(2q

f) — 2_,

;

,.i

w

. [ms.-l/2]

(wî)
,

^t

_1)

.!m»,l/21x

These correspond to Eqs. (6.14) and (6.15) of Part I. The quantities K2Q.¡, \(q)
and 8(q) are defined in (6.16) and (5.16) of Part I.
6. Functions with Complex Poles near the Interval (0, 1): Applications. In
this section we discuss briefly some of the points which arise in the practical applications of these formulas. The discussion is limited to a method based on Eq. (5.9)
which we term 'the modified method' and this is compared with a method based
on Eq. (1.3) termed 'the standard method.' However, the discussion is of equal
relevance in the context of the variant methods based on Eqs. (5.18) and (5.19).
The advantage of using the modified method (5.9) rather than the standard
method is simply computational. If p is small, the set of quantities £,I2*n+2/,
s — I,
2, 3, ■• • , take on large values for moderate 5 and a large value of s may be required
before the user is confident that
oo

(6.1)

E l^nVV/l< 2e.
«-J+1

On the other hand the size of the quantities El2^l2(L')f,s = 1, 2, 3, • • ■ , is generally
smaller for moderate s and so a smaller value of s, denoted by s(U), may be required
before the user is confident that

(6.2)

E

t-I(L')+l

\E\Z:2\L')f\ < 2«.
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If this happens the effect of using the modified method is that the user is saved the
calculation of
(6.3)

RUMf,

s = siL')+

1, ...

,s,

but the additional cost incurred includes the calculation of the coefficients in Res ik)
and the calculation of
(6.4)

A"'11,

s = 1,2,

••• ,SiL').

In the case of a pole of order 1, this additional work is almost trivial. If f(x) is given

in the form
(6.5)

fix) = 6ix)/ix - c)ix - c),

we find
(6.6)

a-x = 6ic)/2ip

and the terms occurring in (5.9) are given by
(6.7)
(6.8)

Re (4xi Res (2x/m)) = Re (4x/a_1e2Ti"":),
A1"'11 = Re iATia-./ie'2"""

-

1)).

Since values of these quantities are required successively for m = 1,2, • • • , the
author has found it convenient to calculate these using complex arithmetic, updating
the exponential using complex multiplication.
In the case of poles of higher order, the additional analytic work becomes more
significant. Thus, if fix) has a pole of order 2 and takes the form
(6.9)

fix) = 6ix)/{ix-c)ix

-c)}2

we find
(6.10)

a_, = (0(c) - ip6'ic))/Aip\

(6.11)

a_2 = -6ic)/Ap2,

and, after expressing ^,(1, mc) in analytic form
(6.12)

Re (4xf Res (2xm)) = Re (4xie2l'"":(a-1

(6.13)

A«-" = Re Lli-^\
{e-2r"nc

-

l

+ i7ca_2)),

_ ^'í"-*'""jY
(e_ï""'
- 1)2J/

Besides the human effort required to obtain these formulas, there is the added
complication that the value of—or an approximation to—6'ic) is also needed.

In Tables 2a and 2b the behavior of the sequences El2'„\2fand E{2^2(L')fis illustrated. These sequences have been calculated for the function

(6.14)

fix) = -2\_ ,
, ,
x — 2\x + X + ju

X = 0.4,

p = 0.1,

using a computer whose machine accuracy parameter eM is 3 X 10-11. Analytic
expressions for the values of // and the derivatives /<2a_1)(l) — /<2a_1>(0)and in
Table 2b the residue a_! were used.
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Table 2a
E[s,l]f

E[s,l]f

EfS'1]f

ElS'1]f

6

h10

t

1

-2.3022125+001

-1.9984860+001

-2.2752968+001

-1.4061678+001

-6.2375858+001

2

-1.6838922-001

5.9092710-001

4.1792036-001

5.5372177-001

3.6499451-001

3

1.3027016+000

1.6401755+000

1.6060013+000

1.6179236+000

1.6105597+000

4

-4.1624210+000

-3.9725919+000

-3.9834049+000

-3.9812830+000

-3.9820202+000

5

2.7203230+000

2.8418136+000

2.8373847+000

2.8379409+000

2.8378172+000

6

-1.2437389+000

-1.1593704+000

-1.1615063+000

-1.1613200+000

-1.1613488+000

7

1.7011851-001

2.3210352-001

2.3095062-001

2.310245Ü-001

2.3101612-001

8

7.8382467-002

1.2583974-001

1.2516393-001

1.2519708-001

1.2519420-001

9

-2.1478625-001

-1.7728915-001

-1.7771106-001

-1.7769470-001

-1.7769582-001

10

8.7450332-002

1.1782298-001

1.1754617-001

1.1755486-001

1.1755438-001

20

-7.3568779-003

2.3628526-004

2.1898458-004

2.1912039-004

2.1911850-004

40

-1.8972093-003

1.0814667-006

1.7456600-010

2.2964630-009

2.2890909-009

80

-4.7450373-004

6.8968163-008

1.3874057-009

1.4205604-009

1.4205316-009

Values

of E

[s 1]
' f calculated

using

(1.4)

with

f(x)

defined

by (6.14)

and

K2q by (1.5).

The actual value of Ca)f is about 20.1. The magnitude of subsequent cosine
Fourier coefficients varies with increasing m roughly as mT2. For example, Cm)f ~
-9.1 X 10_* and C"024'/ ~ -8.8 X 10~7.
In a Fourier coefficient calculation, the computer would calculate various elements
of one of these tables, terminating when a practical convergence criterion was satisfied.
If the required accuracy were e = 0.5 X 10-7, the terminal values using the standard

method (Table 2a) might be J = 33 while, using the method based on Eq. (5.8)
(Table 2b) this might be s(L') = 10. The number of function values required are
345 and 33 respectively. The evaluation of the actual Fourier coefficients is at this
stage a matter of substitution in a simple formula.
It is very easy to invent examples with more flamboyant differences. If one alters
p to 0.01 (a peak of height 1000) in the example given, the author's standard routine
abandons the problem with 5 = 100, the number of function values 3045 and present
accuracy about 1.0. The modified method however behaves in much the same way
as illustrated in Table 2b. The Fourier coefficients are now about ten times as large,
but the same value s(L') = 10 is required to attain the same accuracy e = 0.5 X 10~7.
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Table 2b

EJ,S>1](L')f

Efs'1](L')f

E[s,l](L,)f

EÍS'1](L')f

E^'1](L')f

i

-2.0701780+000

9.6708723-001

-1.8010206+000

6.8902697+000

-4.1423911+001

2

-6.5061804-001

1.0869828-001

-6.4308461-002

7.1492950-002

-1.1723432-001

3

-3.1105746-001

2.6416459-002

-7.7577115-003

4.1644974-003

-3.1993466-003

4

-1.8062783-001

9.2012461-003

-1.6116750-003

5.1022205-004

-2.2699387-004

5

-1.1752194-001

3.9686712-003

-4.6030129-004

9.5941301-005

-2.7742994-005

6

-8.2394956-002

1.9735240-003

-1.6236166-004

2.3922854-005

-4.8421498-006

7

-6.0898689-002

1.0863164-003

-6.6581462-005

7.2932853-006

-1.0876065-006

8

-4.6812032-002

6.4523816-004

-3.0569408-005

2.5852314-006

-2.9451985-007

9

-3.7090522-002

4.0657955-004

-1.5323792-005

1.0304029-006

-9.1964466-008

10

-3.0104082-002

2.6857076-004

-8.2400220-006

4.5126762-007

-3.1874151-008

20

-7.5759949-003

1.7168312-005

-1.3236222-007

3.4391903-009

1.5519177-009

40

-1.8972101-003

1.0807025-006

-5.8956714-010

1.5323299-009

1.5249577-009

80

-4.7450373-004

6.8968163-008

1.4205604-009

1.4205316-009

Values

defined

of E^'

(L')f

calculated

1.3874057-009

using

(5.4),

(6.6),

and (6.8)

with

f(x)

by (6.14).

Tables 2a and 2b illustrate the spirit of the modification and to some extent the
spirit of the MIPS method. Comparison of the two tables shows that E2'Z+2fand
E2n+2(L')f are virtually identical for large s, but are significantly different for small s.
Because the calculation actually takes place using small values of s, considerable
advantage accrues from using the modified method. This is despite the fact that
asymptotically the formulas are identical.
Another point of interest is that it is possible to switch from the standard method
to the modified method in the middle of a calculation. This is because

(6.15)

lm.1].

, [m.l]

E2nl2 iL )f — E2nl2 / — A

This is illustrated in the Tables 2a and 2b. In a hand calculation of Table 2a it might
be noticed that for s = 6, 7, 8, 9 the values of E['zuf are virtually independent of
n for n = 2, 3, 4, 5 and are growing smaller with increasing s very slowly. At this
stage the user could calculate the set of numbers A1''11and update Table 2a using

(6.15) to form Table 2b.
In practice, calculations which include this amount of supervision are rare.
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But the remarks are equally valid in the context of updating an automatic code. The
additional coding needed to modify a running code in this way is not significant.
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